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The struggle of the oppres- America, like Chile, Brazil,
sed peoples of Asia, Africa Uruguay, Salvador, Colombia,
and Latin America, with the Honduras, Guatemala, etc, as
great number of problems it well as in the Philippines.
has raised for solution and Indonesia, Thailand, Oman,
the proportions it has assum- and other countries of Asia
ed, has become today a great and Africa.
force against imperialism and
The struggle of the oppresreaction. It has hit hard the sed peoples has been stepped
very foundations of the co- up and is gaining in breadth
lonial system and set the task and depth. There is almost no
of liberation from the fo- zone or region, in which reacreign yolce and for the crea- tion rules, which is not shaken
tion of independent national up by revolutionary upheastates. Cases in point are the vals. The struggle of the peoliberation struggle of the Pa- ples is waged in many forms
lestinian people against the such as strilces, demonstraIsraeli occupiers, the strug- tions, manifestations of protest
gle of the people of Northern- and revolt of the working
Ireland against the centuries- people, as in the case of Braold British rule and for na- zil, Chile, South Africa, Intional unification, the strug- donesia, India, etc. Along with
gle of the Namibian people, this, in many countries a
etc. The struggle of the peo- broad armed -struggle is deples is also spearheaded veloping in various forms of
against neo-colonialism for organization. Fi-om sporadic
complete political, economic, armed actions this struggle
social and cultural liberation. has reached the stage of broad
As such it is directed against liberation movements organithe imperialist powers, and zed in liberation fronts with
in the first place, against the regular armed forces operatwo superoowers — the USA ting according to the resilient
and the Soviet Union, as the tactics of partisan warfare.
greatest neo-colonialist po- That is what is happening
wer of the time. These powers today in Salvador, Guatemala,
maintain their domination Colombia, the Philippines,
over the peoples by relying Thailand and other countries.
on internal reaction with The patriotic forces not only
which they .loin forces for the resist with success the mopingoppression and exnloitation of un operations launched by
the peooles. In these condi- government troops, but even
tions the winning of the go over to counter-attacks,
freedom and independence which result in the liberation
from foreign imperialist do- of large areas. The Salvadomination, the establishment rean patriotic forces already
of national sovereignty in all control many provinces of
fields of life and the liquida- their country, including a
tion of neo-colonialism, are number of cities. In Guateinextricably linked with the mala, the patriots have libestruggle against internal reac- rated large regions in the northtion which has sold itself to west of the country. The patriothe foreigners. This is pre- tic forces, which operate In the
cisely what is happening today southern part of the Philipin most countries of Latin pines, have repelled successive
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attacks of the troops of the
Marcos regime. All these movements are characterized by
a large-scale collaboration of
the patriotic forces in the
countryside with the movement of the people's masses
in the cities. In the cities of
Salvador, mcluding the capital, great demonstrations and
clashes have taken place between the working people and
the forces cf the fascist military junta. The Arab towns
occupied by the Zionists have
become the scene of bold actions carried out by the Palestinian guerrillas and of powerful protest demonstrations
of the Palestinian population
against the Israeli rule. The
southern part of the African
continent is on fire through
the fighting actions of the
Namibian and Azanian patriots, as well as the strong
voice of protest raised b,v the
African population against the
racist regime. This combination of the struggle in the
city with the fighting in the
countryside has put the dictatorial regimes in difficulty
and made the crisis inside
them more profound.
Confronted with the mounting tide of the struggle of
the peoples, the forces of reaction have thrown themselves
into a savage attack to stamp
out any spark of liberation
war. At the head of this counter-revolutionary attack are
the two imperialist sunernowers — the USA and the Soviet Union, which are the most
rabid enemies of the peoples.
The peonies have a fresh memory of the brutal intervention and open aggression of
the American imperialists
against the Iranian revolution,
its abortive attempts at propping up the Somoza regime.
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its open support for the antipopular regirr;es in Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras, Chile,
Oman, the Philippines, South
Africa, and many other countries. The Soviet social-imperialists, who committed the
i'ascist-like aggression against
Afghanistan and now are
using terror to maintain at
ail costs their domination of
this country, act much on the
same lines as US imperialists.
Social-imperialist China, which

committed the fascist-type
aggression against Vietnam,
which threatens to give it -xa
second lesson>> and which supports the reactionary regimes
everywhere in the world, is
going in the same direction.
However, the peoples are
not intimidated by the attacks
of the enemies. Development
today show that they cannot
put up with the twofold oppression and exploitation
which imperialism, social-

TODAY

imperialism and reaction try
to impose on them. The peoples have alread.y chosen their
road — the road of the armed
struggle, and are resolved to
go it through to the end, regardless of sacrifices and difficulties. Tliis new force is
invincible. Imperialism is heading towards the abyss. _It is
not in a position to stem the
revolutionary drive of the
peoples.
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The United States has declared that it will increase the
production of chemical weapons. The new military budget
for the financial year 19821983 envisages a rise from 532
to 70.'5 million dollars, or three
times as much as two years
ago in the funds earmarked
for the production of these
weapons. In a letter to the
Congress over this decision,
President Reagan stressed that
<'the production of new chemical v/eapons has importance
for the national interests" and
that this will allegedly ensure
for America «a powerful
means in the talks for the
conclusion of a controllable
agreement for banning chemical weapons'^.
The tactic is notorious:
whenever the imperialist superpowers produce a new weapon of mass extermination or
proclaim a new armaments
program, they cynically declare that they are ready to
enter talks with their counterpart for re-establishing the
balance of tanning the production of these weapons. All
this is a demagogical attempt
to throw dust in people's eyes
and cover u p the criminal
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plans the superpowers hatch understood that the Soviet
up against the freedom and Union, too, would take new
independence of the peoples. measures in retaliation. All
An international treaty bann- this shows that in the future,
ing the use of chemical wea- too, the two superpowers will
pons in war was concluded step up their competition in
in 1925. However, the later the field of production of mass
developments have .shown that extermination weapons. In the
this treaty has not in the criming five years the United
least prevented the use of States envisages to spend 6
these weapons whenever the billion dollars for research and
interests of the imperialists production of chemical weacalled for them. Evidence of pons. P"or their part, the Soxiet
this is Vietnam where the social-imperialists have built
American imperialists resorted up large stocks of chemical
to their arsenal of chemical weapons and the Soviet troops
and biological weapons in their are being trained systematiattempts to maintain this cally in their use.
country under their rule.
The production and stoclvpilThe recent American deci- ing of mass e.xtermination
sion for the stepping up of weapons, such as the chemical
the production of chemical weapons, are further evidence
weapons is a new and dange- of the unalterable criminal
rous escalation of the arma- and warmongering nature of
ments race. Reagan declared American imperialism and
that he took this step in order Soviet social-imperialism. This
to re-establish -"the balance» shows that the two superpowith the Soviet Union «in this wers which already have a
field, too»-. For his part, the huge military arsenal at their
Soviet delegate to the Geneva disposal, are building it up
Conference on disarmament and perfecting it in all resstated in this connection that pects, in their feverish pre«the Americans seek to achieve parations for a new war, which
a qualitative superiority in the poses a grave threat for
production of new chemical freedom and the independence
weapons», leaving it t o be of the peoples.

